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STUDENT LIFE
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ORIENTATION '86
The Black and Gold Rap.
Two of the friendly Black and Gold Staff.
Each year the Black and Gold staff under the direction
of Cindy Baxter hosts an in-depth orientation program
for new students. The program is intended to familiarize
the students with the campus and its resources and
prepare them for the shock of college life. Small-group
sessions are run in areas like time management and study
skills and different social activities are held. The end
result is that everyone leaves more knowledgeable and
with a lot more friends.
SANDBOX XXII
SANDBOX XXII (a 50's celebration) was a
great way to meet new friends. It looks as if
Barbara Canavan (above) found that to be
true. Crowds turned out for the weekend's
events including a Sock Hop (top left) and a
kissing booth (right). Who could resist kissers
like their's? Concession booths and the con-
troversial Car-Smashing were featured along
with campus bands on Friday.
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Would YOU trust this woman with small children?
CHRISTMAS
COTILLION
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The dateless Christmas Cotillion was held at the
Sheraton Tara in Framingham. Singles and couples
danced the night away to the music of the Commuters
(far right) and enjoyed the massive array of hors
d'oeuvres.
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HOMECOMING
Homecoming Day 1986
was kicked-off with a
parade down State St.
featuring a troop of
Chinese dancers, a Fife
and Drum Corps, floats
from Larned and Linsley
Halls, and the eight
Homecoming Ambassador
nominees. They marched
down to Maple St. Field to
watch the Rams play
Curry College. At half-
time Jeanne Mongeau and
Frank Newton were
named Homecoming
Ambassadors before an
exuberant crowd. Al-
though the Rams played
well they lost the game 20-
15.
Later that night every-
one danced it up to the
sound of Boston's own
New Man in the snack bar
(far right).
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Homecoming Ambassadors Jeanne Mongeau and Frank Newton.
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This year's Homecom-
ing provided us with an in-
ternational theme. The
festivities were kicked-off
Thursday with an In-
ternational Day which
provided students with in-
formation, literature,
food and drink from
several different coun-
tries. A table for each
country was tended by
students in the 1839 room
for this all-day event. In-
ternational entertainment
was also provided in the
snack bar.
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Each dorm picked the country of their
choice and decorated their lobby accordingly
"or the Dorm Decorating contest on Friday
afternoon. Linsley walked away with first
orize for their recreation of the Caribbean.
Later that afternoon the countries com-
oeted in Ram Olympics. The events included
i pizza making contest, dizzy izzy, a fortune
ookie race and other unusual stunts. The
\ustralian team from Larned Hall won first
orize.
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CENTER CANDIDS
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ROCKY HORROR
Great Scott! Toilet
paper flies as the Rocky
Horror Picture Show, an
audience participation
film, was shown in the
Forum at midnight on
Halloween night. People
came to the show dressed
as their favorite charac-
ters or just as Transyl-
vanians. If you measure
fun by the amount of trash
left behind then tons of
fun was had by all.
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Bill Joiner . . . dressed to kill!!!
HALLOWEEN DANCE
On October 30, 1986, cess with many students
the Class of 1989 sponsored dressing up as their favor-
a Halloween Dance. It was ite characters or just as
called The Monster Mash they have always wanted
and the event was a sue- to . . . right Tim?
'Oh, CUT that out Ray!!!"
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DANCING THE NIGHT AWAY
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Gee Trent, what do those stand for?
FSC students really know how to dance the night away.
The Total Party Animal: Chri
Watchmaker ... or is it Bluto?
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Numerous dances, sponsored by various clubs and
organizations, were held throughout the year. SUAB
put on many of the dances including a Valentine's Semi-
Formal featuring the Marcels. Early in the year the
Class of '87 hosted a TOGA Party and the Class of '89
held an ever popular Hawaiian Dance during spring
semester. Many thanks go to all those people who put in
a lot of hard work to make all the dances this year so
successful.
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DRINKING BUDDIES
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These pictures represent a tiny fraction
of the fun filled hours spent in the last bas-
tion of true alcohol induced mirth on
campus . . . the Ram's Den Pub. On these
pages are representative photos of just two
of the many special events held in the pub
and snack bar this year.
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The Cape Cod Travelling All-Stars (top)
|ept things hopping at the St. Patrick's
Jay Party and Dave Binder (left), a
rvorite of FSC crowds, appeared here
wice this year. Other performers this year
lcluded Jim Phmkett, Gordie Milne, and
'aul Strow.
Wf~~-
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PUB LIFE
"raise your hands if you're sure"
Barbara Canavan keeps the pub goers happy by keeping the taps
flowing.
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Give them a drink . . .
and they'll smile.
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LIP SYNC
The Lip Sync contest on November 13, 1986 was hosted by SUAB's Rich Caruso, above left. Judge.'
for the event were Maureen Owen, Chris Merlo and Father John Culloty , lower right. First place went tc
Sandra Johnson, seen below with Quentin Brenner, for her Lisa Lisa. Jim Berrigan and Dave Carvelli
took second with third going to Lisa Halloran, pictured above.
NITE CLUB '86
Hilltop Players presented Nite Club
86 "Reelin' in the Years" on Wednesday
und Thursday, November 20 and 21,
'986.
Lauren Slauter is pictured above in
ihe 60's portion of the show. Duets (top
eft), trios (top right), and choruses
right) were all used by the Hilltop
Players as they brought their audiences
;i)ack through the last century of music.
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HILLTOP
PLAYERS
The musical "ANYTHING GOES" was presented
by the Hilltop Players April 9th, 10th, and 11th in
Dwight Auditorium. The show starred Paula Conti
as Reno Sweeney, Neil Casey as Billy Crocker,
Veronica Pestilli as Hope Harcourt, and Jon Lin-
den as Sir Evelyn Oakleigh. This show was one of
the best musical productions that FSC has seen in
many years. The sets were top-notch constructions.
One of the best things about the show were the incred-
ible voices of Neil and Paula. Songs included in the
show were such memorable numbers as "You're the
Top," "DeLovely," "I Get a Kick Out of You," and
of course, "Anything Goes."
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A small but dedicated band of thespians are the heart and soul of the
Humanities Players. Endless dedication on the part of the troupe turned out 3
fine productions; God by Woody Allen, The 3rd Shepard's Play, and Tartuffe,
by Moliere. Unafraid to test the theatrical waters, the Players know no
boundaries — their work encompasses experimental as well as traditional
theatre. Though not an official club, the Humanities Players' productions are
always well received.
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RAM AID II
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The second annual lip sync contest, "RAM AID
II," was held on Thursday, April 23rd in Dwight
Auditorium. The ever popular event was sponsored
by the Class of 1988. The MCs for the show were
Class Officers Ann Collins and Greg "Turtle" White.
Tina Turner (Karyn Braxton) took First Place while
Janet Jackson (Leeanne Travelo) filled the Second
Place slot. Also a big hit were Jake and Elwood Blues
(Mike McKenna and Danny Ward). Tommy Perry
DID NOT appear in this event.
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OXFORD DEBATE ^stttwigha
On April 8th, 1987, SUAE and
the Arts and Humanities Council
sponsored a debate between the
Oxford Debating Society and a
group of debaters from the ranks of
our own Framingham State. The
Framingham group consisted of
Cindy Santomassimo , Steve
Hampe, Franklin Newton, Stanley
Schroter, the outspoken Alan
Lappas, and lastly, Elizabeth
Wheeler. Oxford was represented
by Michael Hall, a world debating
champion, Chris Hehir, Michael
Gove and Sally Marlow.
Although Framingham's attempt
was a good one, audience appeal
(shown by a show of hands) was
strongly in Oxford's favor.
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Miss Santomassimo initiated the debate
with arguments supporting the night's topic,
"The Generation That Raised Us Failed Us."
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FASHION SHOW
"DESIGN EXPECTA-
TIONS '87," this year's
fashion show put on by the
Home Economics Depart-
ment, was a great success.
The show debuted the hot
new designs created by
students within the Home
Economics Department.
These designs were well-
received and dealt with
areas including active-
wear, formal wear, swim-
wear, as well as profes-
sional, casual, and chil-
dren's clothing. Our own
students and some profes-
sionals modeled the cloth-
ing for the sell-out crowd.
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SPRING BREAK '87
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Jah, Man! The SUAB Travel/Recreation Committee took
FSC to sunny Jamaica for Spring Break. The sun, scenery
iand company kept everyone's spirits high for a week, how-
ever the exotic drinks didn't hurt the situation any. Even the
airport couldn't put a damper on the fun. Some of the
adventurous vacationers enjoyed a hike up the waterfall
while others took advantage of the sun and the time away
from FSC to spend with some friends.
13
SANDBOX XXIII
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This year's Spring
Sandbox was the
"GREATEST SHOW ON
STATE STREET," com-
plete with a juggler,
animal act, and clowns.
Hurdy Gurdy and his mon-
key (above left) provided
an afternoon of entertain-
ment for the Sandbox
supporters, while others
preferred the antics of
Murph, the physical
comedian (far left).
Father John Culloty,
Linsley R.D. Chris
"Wallbreaker" Watch-
maker, and others fell
victim to the brutal
"Celebrity Sponge Toss"
while the "Moonwalk"
turned one and all into
children once again.
Cotton candy, caramel
apples, and popcorn were
on sale to fulfill the
famished fun fanatics.
Lori Chase (bottom left)
enjoys her cotton candy as
she tries to figure out
what's going on. The
weather held out for a
while, but before too long
the blue skies were re-
placed by dark clouds.
i:>
Due to inclement
weather, Sandbox became
an indoor event for the
first time ever. Disappoin-
ted spectators had their
spirits ignited by the fire
eater. Local talent, in-
cluding NITROUS, rocked
the snackbar for hours.
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Sandbox
weekend con-
tinued Saturday
night with a
Semi- formal
featuring Herb
Reed of the
original
Platters. The
dance was held
in the Snack Bar
and the Pub was
open for those of
age.
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TALENT SHOW
The All-College Talent Show held on
April 22, 1987 gave students, faculty,
and administrators a chance to showoff
their special abilities. Among the acts
were dancers, singers, musicians, actors
and comedians. First prize was won by
SGA for their skit spoofing The Wizard
of Oz. The Student Services Suite Staff
took second for their dancing raisin
routine and third place went to a singing
trio from Third World. The event was
sponsored by the Class of '87 and the
Third World Organization.
v
SGA's Ray Correllus as the Good Fairy, Amy Roux as Dorothy and Diane Dubois as
Toto.
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Student Services' Carol Pike, Cynthia Forrest, Wendy Noyes and Cindy Baxter (L-R).
. . . and Frank Newton as the Beaver; or is it
the Scarecrow?
The distinguished judges.
I
Marcene Marcoux of the Sociolog) department recites li
own poetry.
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LARNED
Loyal desk workers Kevin and Dan assure that no alcohol enters
the confines of Larned Hall (pictured below).lei r
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Larned Hall, one of the finest residence halls on campus, houses in
its six floors around 350 of the happiest FSC students alive. Serving
not only as a quality residence hall, Larned also provides students
with one of the finest locales for non-alcoholic parties. Larned Hall
epitomizes the high standards of the school with its ample parking in
rear, convenient location near the library and a fine janitorial staff.
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TOWERS
not to be ik
too long.
Corinne Hall, more often referred to simply as "Towers",
is another of the three co-ed dorms here at FSC. Home for
roughly 480 fun-loving students, Towers exemplifies the
school's strive for excellence. Being the largest of the school's
residence halls it is hard to believe that the sixth quietest dorm
on campus. In fact, life in Towers goes on almost without in-
cidents. The spacious living quarters, well kept grounds and
aesthetically pleasing exterior make Towers a first choice of
many incoming freshmen.
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HORACE MANN AND
PEIRCE
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CLASSROOM CANDIDS
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ALL AROUND CAMPUS
Crocker Hall
S
m
Ecumenical Center
Hearty and dedicated students pass Larned Hall on their way
back from the Whittemore Library. Dwight Hall
66
O'Conner Hall as seen through a May Hall
archway. D. Justin McCarthy College Center.
May Hall
ofl Bl
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'86-'87
A Retrospective
by
(Jga/7
So much has happened in the last
year that it is hard to simply sum up
in a few paragraphs, but alas, I shall
try my best.
The '86-'87 year was filled with
stories of national pride, contro-
versy and change. America had
many reasons to be proud this past
year. In May we all joined hands in
"Hands Across America" to help
the homeless and in July the Statue
of Liberty proudly celebrated her
100th birthday. America had a
"G'day" as the Stars and Stripes
brought the America's Cup home
where it belongs.
America mourned this year as
well. The deaths of Maria Von
Trapp, Rita Hayworth, Ray Bolger,
James Cagney, Liberace, Ted
Knight and Marlon Perkins
saddened us all, but their memories
will live on in the annals of film,
record and repeats of "Mutual of
Omaha's Wild Kingdom." In
September, hijackers killed 21
people on a Pan Am jet in Karachi
as terrorism continued in the
Middle East. We were also confused
and outraged at the tragic and
senseless death of 37 crewmen on
the U.S. S. Stark.
Politically, the year was chock
full of scandals, change and the
retirement of Tip O'Neil as Speaker
of the House. The Iran-Contra Aid
Scandal devastated President
Reagan's popularity as the intensive
hearings dragged on for months.
Gary Hart was forced to withdraw
from the Democratic race as a sex
scandal with Donna Rice (no rela-
tion to Jim, the popular left fielder)
and other various women was
leaked to the press. Governor
Michael Dukakis started his run for
the Presidency, Kurt Waldheim
became the President of Austria,
which is rather ironic considering
his alleged involvement with the
S.S. in World War Two, and
William Rehnquist edged out Judge
Wopner to become the 16th Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court, i
President Reagan and Mikhael
Gorbachev spent a few days ice fish-
ing in Iceland while managing to set
a few hours aside to hold an un-
eventful summit.
It seems that love was everywhere
as marriages ran rampant in '86-'87.
Sarah Ferguson married Britain's
Prince Andrew in a royally
pompous wedding. Two of the Ken-
nedy clan also got hitched as Maria
Shriver managed to drag the multi-
talented Arnold Schwarzenegger
away from his Nautilus and Caro-
line Kennedy married Edwin Schloss-
berg, another guy with a ridiculous
last name. Zsa Zsa Gabor made it
number seven, or was it eight, or
. . .? Speaking of stable marriages,
Joan Collins got married and di-
vorced this year, but what's new?
There were many interesting
70
stories in the entertainment world
las well. "Top Gun" and "Platoon"
were the two blockbuster movies
and Michael Caine finally won an
Oscar, it's about time, too. On the
tube, Max Headroom made a b-b-b-
b-big splash as he tried to get us to
"Catch the Wave." Maddie and
David finally "did it" on
"Moonlighting", and it's about
time, too. Dallas' season opener was
a real shocker. All last season was a
dream. What a brilliant idea!
"Wheel of Fortune" starring Vanna
White became wildly popular, and
she deserves it what with all that tal-
ent she beholds. Pee Wee Herman
was also very popular in the
summer, and who can blame that,
what with all that talent he beholds.
Oral Roberts had a novel idea; he
pleaded for 8 million dollars by
March or God would take him away.
And I have enough trouble asking
my boss for a raise.
Musically, the year saw Paul
Simon's "Graceland" winning the
Grammy for best album, Bruce
Springsteen's live 37 album set,
U2's new album and Boston
released their long awaited and
much talked about third album.
Some of the many fads of the year
were large clothes, banana clips and
color mousse for your hair, the ever
popular, but only consumed off-
campus Peach Tree Schnapps and
those really annoying "Baby on
Board" signs which say something
for everybody. My personal
favorite: "Bored on Board."
This year also saw the decline of
Yuppies and the awareness of "Safe
Sex." AIDS remained a real scare as
some television stations began run-
ning condom ads. There was a
clamp down on drugs as everyone
from K.C. Jones to Nancy Reagan
told kids to "Just Say NO."
The sports scene also held a few
surprises for us. Sugar Ray
Leonard came out of retirement to
beat Marvelous Marvin Hagler for
the Middleweight Championship
and the Giants won the Superbowl.
Roger Clemens set a major league
record for strikeouts in a game (20)
and won the M.V.P. and Cy Young
Awards on his way to helping the
Boston Red Sox win the American
League Championship and making
the year a "Possible Dream." The
sporting world mourned as well the
senseless death of future superstar
Len Bias, who died of a drug
overdose while celebrating being
drafted by the Boston Celtics.
Well, there you have it, the year
in review. The past year has given
us both reasons to rejoice and re-
flect. It has been an interesting year
and our only hope is that we can
help make the years to come even
more interesting.
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CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS
SGA
Sitting: Trent Houchins. First row (L-R): Trisha McGrail, Kim Gleason, Amy Roux, Alan Lappas, Matt
Wissell. Second row (L-R): Jennifer Leary, Diane DuBois, Michelle Radie, Rick McGrath, Laurie Hauver,
Doreen Hensel, Alenda Nizzari. Third row (L-R): Jonathan Welsh, Rick Porcelli, Eliot Schickler, Cindy
Santomassimo, Dave McGrath, Steve Hampe, Scott Cashman, John Barron, Heidi Gustafson, Bob
Gardiner, Karen Walsh, Anne Lawrence, Janet Manning, Gail Robinson.
Beaming proudly, the winners of the SGA "Stupid
display their winning entries.
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I Hat" competition
The Student Government
Association is the legally
recognized representative
body of the students. It has
authority over the Student
Activity Fund and grants
money to clubs and organi-
zations for their events,
whether social or academic.
SGA is also the "watch dog"
of students' rights on
campus and takes measures
to ensure that the voice of
the FSC student is heard.
Whether it be campus, polit-
ical or social issues . . . SGA
is there.
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CLASS OF 87
Front row (1-r): Ann Lawrence (secretary), Cindy Santomassimo (president), Amy
Roux (vice-president), Trisha McGrail (treasurer). Back Row (1-r): Kim Lager-
quist, Diane Romanowski, Nancy Gaudette, Franklin Newton, Jeanne Galipeau,
Raffaella Balboni.
^
CLASS OF 88
Front row (1-r): Ann Collins (vice-president), Mary Short
(secretary). Back row (1-r): Michelle Radie (president), Cindy
Baxter (advisor), Jennifer Harrison, Greg White (treasurer).
Cindy stimulates conversation once again.
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BLACK AND GOLD
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The Black and Gold staff are probably the first Front row (1-r): Stella Brown, Dan MacLean, Ann Fittante, John
people incoming freshman meet, and speak to,
nupon their parents' departure from F.S.C.
I Through their group talks and "ice breakers" they
i attempt to make college seem a little less threaten-
i ing and provide at least a little knowledge of the
school to these fledgling students. If they make
some friends along the way, even better!
Warren, Jodi Rafus, Bruce Courtney, Stan Schroter. Second row (1-r):
Michelle Dehney, Jeanne Mongeau, Sharon Sears, Tammy Woodward,
Lisa Graceffa, Eileen Monahan, Kathy Fontaine, Adam Tocci, Kevin
Molloy, Rich Caruso.
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The Framingham State Rugby Club, one
of the most fascinating and exciting sports
on campus, is an evergrowing club whose
popularity has increased yearly since its in-
ception at FSC. The Club plays teams from
schools such as Harvard, B.C. and B.U.
The game may be rough and tumble, but
it's still considered to be a gentleman's
sport.
C*
Front row (L-R): Skip Auffrey, Sean Boisclair, John MacNamara, Rob Mateer, Pat Hughes, Jonathan Welsh. Second row
(L-R): Eliot Schickler, Bryn Smith, Todd Larson, John Hubbard, Greg Parks, Barry Ahearn, John Hawes, Mike McKenna,
Jeff Lenihan, Chip Kelly, Bill Dykens, Todd DiRoberto, Team Advisor Father Culloty , Skills Advisor Ray Zerick. Third row
(L-R): Mike Langone, Bill Egan, Tom Martone, John Braden, Tom Charnley, Paul McCarthy, Bill Erlandson, Dan Dargon,
Bill Grey, Dan Lynch. Not pictured: Steve Freedman.
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Dan Dargon and Tom Charnley muscle-out Wentworth wimps!
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GATEPOST
Should I use a period or a comma? Lori Regienus (Editor) and Brendon St. George (Arts/Entertainment Editor
E before I . . . No ... I before E except after
80
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The Gatepost is FSC's
student run newspaper.
Its weekly publication is
chock full of articles,
editorials and features
contributed by, not only
the dubious staff
members, but by the
students on campus as
well. The Gatepost gives
all students a chance to
write articles or voice
their opinion on burning
campus issues such as
parking or other con-
cerns. It also gives the
students hands on experi-
ence in working on a
newspaper and helps
sharpen their writing and
reporting skills as well.
Deadline? Who ean worry about a deadline, what with the new Woman's
Journal out?
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WDJM
Front row (L-R): David Dunbar, Dan Dowd. Second row (L-R): Rick McGrath
Heidi Scribner, Dave Thomson, Michael Merline. Third row (L-R): Kir
Dansereau, Carol Stucchi, Suzy Sherman, Jason McElhiney, Tanya Rrunner
Mike Davis, Rick Sansone. Fourth row (L-R): Jim Ferguson, Chris Pearson, Karei
Smith, Heidi Gustafson, Michelle Ricard, Caroline Bauer, Ivan Doroschuk, Ros
Jardine, Jon Wright, John Grella.
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Jim digs
selection
DJM.
WDJM is the student run radio station
located at 91.3 on your FM dial. It is an
alternative to the usual top 40 stations
which are often repetitive and boring.
DJM on the other hand offers the
into the vast record collection to find yet another campus and surrounding communities a
of fine toe-tapping music that's always played on
. .
wide variety of diverse and unusual
programming.
'I personally feel all that lint on the needle improves the qualit) of the song.
Do yon think she posed lor this photo?
8.5
SUAB
Front row (L-R): Roland Arcand, Richard Caruso, Chris Darcy. Second row (L-R): Susanne Murphy, Beth
Wheeler, Jeanne Mongeau, Diane Amaral, Ellen Servtnick, Stephanie Hutnak, Rachel Sandberg. Third row
(L-R): Annette Hofmann, Carol Manoogian, Cory Spezeski, Kim Sirois, Carrie Bach, Dianne Dubois, Andrea
Gresco, Lisa Rosen, Susan Danis, Terri Madore. Fouth row (L-R): Tim Baker, Kathy Harrington, Deb Law-
rence, Kirsten Stolle, Anita Terzi, Karla Mancini, Tammy Woodward, Stacey Iwanski. Back row (L-R): Larry
Sihpigni, Camille Stellato, Sheri Pokat, Kim Martino, Sheila Consoli, Gayle Kondracki, Lisa Graceffa, Melissa
Raffaele.
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The Student Union Activities Board (SUAB) is one of
the most active organizations on campus. They plan
cultural activities, films, dances, concerts, special
programs and many other fascinating events on campus.
They are also responsible for organizing the ever popular
Sandbox each semester as well as offering trips for Spring
Break and weekend fantasy getaways.
Executive Board: First row (L-R): Sheri Pokat (Treasurer). Lisa Graceffa (Vice
President of Programming), Richard Caruso (President), Roland \rcand (Vice
President), Kirsten Stolle (Secretary)- Second row (L-R): Ellen Servetnick (Asst. Dir.
of Student Activities), Kim Martino (Concerts), Chris Darcy (Daytime). Tammy Wood-
ward (Five & Dime). Karla Mancini (Travel & Recreation), Terri Madore (Social),
Annette Hofmann (Graduate Assistant).
8.>
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB
(L-R): Erie Dragsbaek, Karen Wittbrodt, Maureen Steinborn, Dr. Barrie Westerman, David MeGrath, Dr.
Harold Kiess, Wendy Soby.
HILLTOP PLAYERS
Front row (L-R): Chuck Schubert, Paula Conti, Lisa Howard, Donna M. Trapp, Karen Albinson, Karen
Porcello, Eric Solomont. Second row (L-R): James Morazzini, Jill Fairweather. Melanie Clark, Carole
Cloutier, Susan Dainis, Kristen Larkin, Johanna Pesearino, Mary Ellen Wilkins, Katy Harris, Alicia Shing.
Back row (L-R): Margaret Fisher, Greg Rotatori, Lauren Slauter, Kelly McPherson, Lori Sergi, Alenda
Nizzari.
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ART ACTIVISTS
MAZMANIAN GALLERY
(L-R) Michael Walden, Jim Eng, Kirsten Stolle, Jean Duffnev.
SADD
(L-R) Donna Henderson. Leslie Iannotta. John Anderson.
(L-R) Mary Rapa. Beth Wheeler. Jeanne Monfiean, Joe Onofrietli.
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Mike "Salty Dog" McKenna and John Hawes level this Harvard player while showing him how to play rugby the Framinghar
way.
Lori Regienus: Gatepost Editor.
88
1
In a rather heated S.G.A. debate on evolution, Beth gives her theory on how the
dinosaurs became extinct: "They were too darn cute."
Irish fulfills every young girl's dream, to In- violently kissed l>\ Frank Newton
H<>
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Bill Egan sports a new F.S.C. Rugby jersey, and a new easy to manage haircut.
'And as the sun majestically sets over the I). Justin McCarth) College Outer, we hid a fond farewell to the (Mass of
1987. Happy Trails to you . . .
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FOOTBALL
52 Steve Kennedy "WAY TO GO!" 21 John Grella 88 Chris Horblit — Waiting for the Attack!
1986 RAMS Football Team
94
Number 25 Tom Reusch was injured early in the season.
Number 22 Steve Condon (below) tries to figure-out "Wha' happen?'
95
The 1986 RAMS finished with a 6-4 overall
and 6-3 New England Football Conference
season led by team captains Tom Reusch,
Paul Canney, Steve Megee and Chris Horblit.
This was the best year the team has had in
some time and a few individuals were
recognized for their accomplishments.
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New school records were set by Steve
Megee for most career touchdowns
received; Steve Condon for most touch-
downs received in a game, most recep-
tions in a season and most yards gained
in a career; and Chris Horblit for the
longest touchdown returns. Chris
Horblit was named an ECAC All-Star
and received honorable mention from
the New England Football Conference.
Steve Condon was also named an ECAC
All-Star as well as being chosen for the
NEFC First Team. League honorable
mention was awarded to George
Claflin, Kevin O'Connell, Kevin
Hitchcock and Mike Hocking.
SSS3K
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CROSS COUNTRY
The cross country
team, under the leader-
ship of coach Ned Price,
finished the year with a
record of 1-3-1 in meets
against teams such as Bab-
son, Fitchburg, Anna
Maria, WPI, and others.
FSCTs Ron Hunnicutt, Charlie Yates, and Dan Hescock (L-R) challenge the teams of Babson and WPI.
FIELD HOCKEY
The women's field hockey team
had a disappointing season, finish-
ing with a record of 6-13-2. Team
captains were Shelly Cummings,
Kim Gallo and Pam Marzeotti.
Mary Ellen Dwyer received All-
Conference Honorable Mention.
Front row (L-R): Kim Gallo, Shelly Cummings, Pam Marzeotti. Second row (L-R): Mary Ellen Dwyer,
Jennifer Dowd, Robin Pare, Tracey McHugh, Allison DeWallace, Colleen Conway (Mgr.). Back row
(L-R): Jeanmarie Lagos (Asst. Coach), Laurie Jenesky, Carol Russ, Jeanine Kowalski, Josee Fridmann.
Torri Richards (Coach).
98
TENNIS
The men's and women's
tennis teams, in their last
year at FSC, concluded
with records of 0-8 and
5-9 respectively. Cara
Rochon was awarded All-
Conference Honorable
Mention.
1
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WOMEN'S
VOLLEYBALL
Co-Captain Katie Donnelly
The Framingham State Women's Volleyball team
finished their season with a 3-3 MASCAC Conference
record and an overall NCAA record of 5-16. Individual
achievements included the announcement of Sue Fitz-
henry, Mary Barros, Cindy Walton and Katie Donnelly
to the Roger Williams College Tournament All Team.
Front Row (1-r) Kim Igoe, Jodi McKeon, Cindy Walton (co-
captain), Katie Donnelly (co-captain), Mary Barros. Back row
(1-r) Laurie Comer, Sarah Doherty, Una O'Brien, Sue Fitzhenry,
Stephanie Johnson, Cindy O'Donnell, Cynthia Souza (coach).
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EQUESTRIAN TEAM
The Equestrian Team is a co-ed, in-
tercollegiate sport which competes in the Fall
and Spring. They compete against teams from
Tufts, Dartmouth, UNH, UVM, and ten other
schools. The team consists of ten members
and is led by captains Heidi Webber and
Laura Radford.
(L-R) Kristen Dahl, Laura Radford (Co-Captain), Mary
] Mclaughlin, Debbie King, Miira Delaney, Heidi Webber (Co-
I Captain), Donna Rogers. Not pictured: Indira Moffet, Jody
I Harding, Brenda Lynn.
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MEN'S SOCCER
Front row (L-R): Todd MacDonald, Paul Mack, Todd Husband, Rich Scali, Alan Macrae, Dan O'Neil, Joel Piekarczyk, Scott Piekarczyk, Arild
Vaktskjold. Back row (L-R): Coach Kurt Shnare, Rick Ercolani, Sean Farrelly, Graham Wilson, Mark Kinchla, Mike Dieterly, Ken Norling, Coach Les
Semi.
The Men's Soccer team at FSC
had a tough 1986 season. Under the
direction of captains Rich Scali and
Dan O'Neil the Rams were deter-
mined and played hard but they
finished the season with a 2-16
record. They look forward to the
fall and the challenge that another
season will bring.
Arild Vaktskjold — The Flying Norwegian.
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WOMEN'S SOCCER
Front row (L-R): Laurel Balfe, Anne Tompkins, Emily Smith, Jeanne Engle, Nancy Remillard, Christine Kranyak, Bridget Kane. Back row (L-R): Coach
Dennis Hursey, Christine Murphy, Stephanie Moore, Christine Chouinard, Pam Daughdrill, Kelley Fitzgerald, Weatherly Dykeman, Karen Kane, Sharon
Jacobson, Cathy Stevenson, Colleen Murphy (Assistant Coach).
The Women's Soccer team
showed improvement this year over
the 1985 season. Captain Jeanne
Engle helped the team to a 6-9-1
record and goalie Bridget Kane
played in the Senior Bowl as an All-
Star goalie. The team looks forward
to an even better season in '87.
"
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Cathy Stevenson uses her head to clear this one from the goal area.
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MENS BASKETBALL
Under second year
coach Kevin Van Cisin
and Assistant David
Peach, the Men's Basket-
ball team ended their sea-
son with an impressive 20-
9 record; one of the best
the team has had in years.
Highlights included victo-
ries against North Adams,
Rhode Island College and
Brandeis University. Fans
were also provided with
exciting post-season play
in the ECAC Division III
Tournament, as the Rams
beat Colby and Trinity
Colleges before losing to a
tough Williams College
team in the semi-finals.
Senior captains Gerry
Walsh and Marvin Sutson
provided the team with
strong leadership as
Walsh led the team in
assists (averaging 6.2 per
game) and had the second
highest free throw
percentage, shooting 62 of
83 for 75%. Sutson, who
was named to the Mass.
State Conference's First
Team, led the team in
steals with 54 and was
second in assists (5.3 per
game) and scoring (15.3
per game).
Leading the team in
scoring and rebounding
was Rich Corbett, averag-
ing 19 points and 9.8
rebounds per game. He
was named ECAC For-
ward of the Week, FSC
Player of the Week (3
times) and to the Mass.
State Conference's First
Team.
Front row (L-R): Dwayne Sparks, Angel Grullon, Gerry Walsh, Marvin Sutson, Tim O'Connell, Rob Halverson. Back row (L-R): Bob Cass (manager), Jim Berrigan,
Sean Jackman, Rich Corbett, David Ware, Jomo King, Mark Baer, Jeff Evans, Coach Kevin Van Cisin.
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BASEBALL
The Ram's Baseball
team, guided by Coach
Sean O'Conner and his
assistant Tim Friday,
finished the season with a
record of 9-12.
The team was led by
captains John Blaine and
Joe Hauswirth with excep-
tional performances
turned in by several other
players as well. Keith
McMahon and Jim Hunt
led the team in batting,
each closing out the year
with averages of .405. Jim
was named to the Mass.
State Conference First
Team (as a centerfielder),
FSC Player of the Week
and FSC MVP of the
Spring. Keith was also
named to the Mass. State
Conference First Team (as
a first baseman) and FSC
Player of the Week. Kevin
Bonnyman was also named
FSC Player of the Week.
With John, Jim and
Keith returning to the
team next year, the Rams
look to an even better sea-
son in '88.
114
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The Lady Rams Softball team ended the 1986-87
season with a 5-13 mark. This record does not ex-
press the overall performance of the young squad,
however, as many games went into extra innings
and were decided by one run margins.
The Lady Rams called upon three members of
its team for leadership; center fielder Lori
Winters, left fielder Melissa Statler and first base-
man Julie O'Toole. All three will be returning to
these positions next year. Individual awards were
received during the season by Melissa Statler,
MASCAC All-Conference Team, MVP Award and
FSC Player of the Week; Julie O'Toole, FSC
Player of the Week; Patty Green, Unsung Hero
Award; and Lori Winters, NEISCA Scholar
Award.
The outlook for the 87-88 season is very good as
the entire team will be returning.
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Sue accidentally slips into a time warp. "I am not an animal!'
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Up, Up and Away! Rich Scali — Tennis Pro?
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FACULTY & ADMINISTRATION,
EXECUTIVE
Every organization needs leader-
ship in order to run smoothly. The
leadership at Framingham State
College is provided by the Executive
Officers. President Weller, in his
second year here at FSC, came to us
from California Polytechnic In-
stitute at Pomona. Dr. Arthur
Chaves, Executive Vice President,
does much of the development and
fund raising for this college. Ms.
Wendy Noyes, Vice President of
Student Services, is a veteran here
at FSC. She started out here in the
early 70's as a Residence Director,
then moved on to Director of Hous-
ing and then Associate Dean before
assuming her present position. Mr.
John Horrigan, Vice President of
Administration and Finance, is in
charge of financial matters here like
the Business Office, Financial Aid
and Facilities. Our newest member
of the Executive Officers is Dr.
Madeleine Adler who comes to us
from the City University of New
York. She is planning to be very act-
ive in curriculum matters here at
FSC. We welcome her to the team.
Dr. Paul F. Weller, President.
Dr. Arthur G. Chaves, Executive Vice President.
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OFFICERS
Dr. Madeleine Adler, Vice President of Academic Affairs. J
Mr. John Horrigan, Vice President of Administration and Finance.
Ms. Wendy Noyes, Vice President of Student Services.
125
ADMISSIONS
(L-R) Lisa DeMaria, lim Gallagher, Judy Connelly, Darla Scharlacken, Dr. Philip Dooher (Director), Karen Groce, Barbara Thorne,
Louise Ivester, Madelyn Guzzi.
PUBLIC RELATIONS REGISTRAR
Constance Afthim-Reddy, Director. (L-R) Dudley Marsh (Director), Florence Harper, Mary Taintor, San-
Mary Sullivan.
126
ILIBRARY
l(L-R) Mary Kimball, Jonathan Husband, Bonnie Mitchell, Sally Phillips, Alice Lindberg, Ronnie Klein,
Mary Burns, Stephanie Shane, Neil Conrad, Stanley McDonald (Director), Terry Smith, Sally Wellsman.
FINANCIAL AID
dra Harty. Louise Catanzano. Dorothj Brown. (Sitting) (L-R) Aggie Salvi, Dianne Boyle, Kathy Threadgold, Anthony RicciutO (Director).
127
STUDENT SERVICES
Cynthia Forrest, Dean of Students.
RESIDENCE LIFE
Carol Roe, Assistant Director of Housing/Residence Life.
128
Vice President Noyes raps with Cindy Santomassimo.
Cindy Baxter, Coordinator of New Student Orientation Programs.
Dennis Polselli, Staff Assistant to Residence Life.
Joe Onofrietti, Director of Housing/Residence Life.
129
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Secretary Debbie Ferullo and Bookkeeper Barbara Dias.
Larry Mosher, Director of College Center/Student Activities.
Annette Hofmann, Graduate Assistant to Student Activities.
Anne-Celeste Mazza, Graduate Assistant to Student Activities.
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STUDENT ATHLETICS
Tom Kelley, Assistant Athletic Director.
Larry Boyd, Athletic Director.
Chris Merlo. Spoils Information Director,
I. J
I
CAMPUS MINISTRY
Father John Culloty, Catholic Chaplain.
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
(Left-Right) Dena Weinstein, Betty Bone (Director), Ellen Smith.
132
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HEALTH SERVICES
(Standing, Left-Right) Carol Wilson R.N.,Sonya Sears, Director. (Sitting, Left-Right) Virginia Rierdan R.N.
Cheri Kavanagh R.N. and Secretary Betty Dion.
CAMPUS POLICE
Officer Rick Clark Officer Fred Kalloch
133
HELPING
Carol Pike — Student Services Diane Farrell — Residence Life
134
HANDS
Bruce Buckley — Director of Food Services
135
ART
Kneeling (L-R) Jennifer Hilton, Jim Eng. Standing (L-R) Steve Durkee, John Anderson, Leah Lipton, Fred
Fiandaca, Gene Sullivan (Chairperson), Anthony Kurneta.
BIOLOGY
Sitting (L-R) Dr. Rene LeBlanc, Dr. Judy Klaas (Chairperson), Dr. Joseph Previte. Standing (L-R) Dr. William
Barklow, Dr. Richard Beckwitt, Dr. Chester Roskey, Philip Stanton, Dr. Willard Spence, Dr. Dana Jost, Dr.
Thomas Haight.
136
CHEMISTRY
(L-R) Dr. Malwina Allen, Jean Anes, Dr. Richard Milaszewski, Dr. Thomas Eames, Dr. Larry Simonson, Dr.
Carol Russell (Chairperson), Dr. Kevin Whitburn, Dr. Robert Beck, Warren Colson.
COMPUTER
SCIENCE
(L-R) Suban Krishnamoorthy, Dr. Thomas Koshy, Dr. Bernie Rosman, George Gallant, John llowlan<l.
137
ENGLISH
Sitting (L-R) Marilyn Harter, Dr. Mark Seiden, Dr. Arthur Nolletti, Carolyn Toll-Oppenheim. Standing (L-R) Dr. Bernard Horn,
Dr. Elaine Beilin, Dr. Catherine McCue, Dr. Thomas Grove, Dr. George Green, Dr. Jerry Natterstad, Maxine Keats, Dr. Helen
Heineman (Chairperson), Dr. John Mahon, Nancy Nyhan, Dr. Richard Chartier.
EDUCATION
Some professors have trouble keeping their students' attention
but not Dr. Chartier. (L-R) Dr. Elizabeth Mahan (Chairperson), Eileen Kirwin, Dr. Robert Grant, Dr. Claire Zalewski,
Dr. Walter Klar, Dr. Diane Lowe, Dr. Charles Beck.
138
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HISTORY
(L-R) Dr. Robert Grant, Dr. Susan Porter, Dr. Nicholas Racheotes (Chairperson).
GEOGRAPHY
(L-R) Michael White (Chairperson), Dr. Arthur Goyette, Dr. Robert Donnell.
IV)
HOME ECONOMICS
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(L-R) Catherine McNamara, David Trayte, Dr. Joan Broadcorens, Theresa Muskopf,
Patricia Plummer, Arlene Handschuch, Barbara Scullane, Dr. Charlene Hamilton
(Chairperson), Margaret Potter.
MATHEMATICS
(L-R Dr. Sonia Sandberg, Dr. Walter Czarnec, Dr. Ned Price, Dr. Alfred Brown (Chairperson), Dr.
Thomas Koshy, Dr. Anne Sevin, Dr. Warren Chase.
MUSIC
Becky Taylor of the Home Economics department.
(L-R) James Savas (Chairperson), Edward Melegian, Stephen Fiore, Josephine
Reiter.
MEDIA
(L-R) Jeff Baker, Shadi Damon (Chairperson), Dr. James Robison, Leslie
Starobin, Robert Simmons.
141
SPEECH
NURSING
(L-R) Dr. Dolores Torti (Chairperson), Steve Bolio,
Dr. Susan Conrad, Mary Haley.
(L-R) Dr. Joan Horrigan (Chairperson), Dr. Jay Davis.
PSYCHOLOGY
Front row (L-R) Dr. Harry Julia, Dr. Beverly Weiss, Dr. Katherine Stannard, Dr. Lorraine Low, Dr. Barrie
Westerman. Back row (L-R) Dr. Joyce Hoffman, Dr. Douglas Bloomquist (Chairperson), Dr. John Budz, Dr.
Harold Kiess, Dr. Miriam Wilton.
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PHILOSOPHY
(L-R) Dr. Robert Ramsdell (Chairperson), Dr. Stephen Joseph, Dr. Franklin Donnell.
SOCIOLOGY
(L-R) Dr. Harriet Miller, Dr. William Bugden, Dr. Mareene Marcoux (Chairperson).
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Dr. Martinez of the Modern Language department. Dr. Art Doyle, Chair of the Physics department.
144
Dr. John Murray of the Physics department
Klttl
Richard Sipncs of llic Modern Language department.
145
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SENIORS
Kimberly Adams
Medical Technology
Marie Aftosmes
Business/Communications
Sandra Alberico
Elementary Education
Maura Alves
Psychology
Susan Anastas
Art
Lakshmi Annavajhala
Sociology
Stephanie Allman
Art
Grace Arena
Consumer & Family Studies
Martha Evans Austin
Early Childhood Education
Ann-Marie Bagley
English
148
Denise Baker
History
Alison Barry
Early Childhood Education
Donna M. Berglund
Food & Nutrition
John Braden
Economics
Raffaella Balboni
Sociology
Barry Baram
Geography
Diane Beatty
Economics
Mary Begley
Consumer & Family Studies
David Biheau
Food Science
Thomas Blcau
Economics
Sherri Brandolini
Psychology
Rosalie Breitnei
Amy Barbera
English
Elizabeth Bentley
Philosophy
Brenda Boudreau
Media ( iommiinicatious
Kathleen \. Burchill
Food ,\ Nutrition
I V)
Christine Cahill
Economics
Pamela Caless
Food & Nutrition/CUP
Barbara Ann Canavan
Clothing & Textiles
Andrea Caporel!
Economics
Patricia Cappadona
Sociology
Joseph Carlin
Economics
Arthur Carlson III
Wildlife Biology
Richard Caruso
Economics
Kathleen Celli
Elementary Education
Burton Choinski
Computer Science
Mark Choquet
Food Science
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Gina Cipriano
Clothing & Textiles
Cindy Clatterbuck
Biomedical Science
Edward Clish
Economics
Kelly Clooney
Consumer & Family Studies
Elizabeth Cogswell
English
Stephen Condon
Sociology
James Connolly. Jr
English
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Michele Cummings
Sociology
Catherine Damon
Clothing / Textiles
Kirsten Dahl
English
Richard Decina
Biomedical Science
Bridget DeFeo
Sociology
Michelle Dehney
Economics
Elise Deleo
Biomedical Science
Maureen Dennehy
Psychology
Christine Deprez
Computer Science
Joseph D'Erano
Media Communications
152
Lisa Diamond
Sociology
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Joan Discullo
Elementary Education
Susan Downs
Clothing & Textiles
Dianna A. DiCastro
Earlv Childhood Education
David Diedrich
Biology
Heather and Eric Dragshaek
Computer Science and Psychology
Julie Dramis
Eood & Nutrition
Laurie Draper
English
Albert Dubois
1'olitical Science
1 53
Bernard Elliott
Graphic Art
Cheryl Ferrick
Economics
Kevin Fitzpatrick
Media Communications
Wayne Ellis
Biology
June Engels
Sociology
Iveta Ferriero
Food & Nutrition/CUP
MaryBeth Ferris
Economics
Alexia Evangelou
Food & Nutrition/CUP
Elizabeth Ferro
Psychology
Glenn Adam French
Psychology
James French
Politics
Thomas Frost Marian Gabriel Richard Gabrielson Annette Gagnon
Computer Science Food Science History Clothing <!4 Textiles
Jeanne Galipeau
Elementary Education
Kimberly Gallo
Economics
Edward Gannon
English
Francis Garbarino
Sociology
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Jennifer Gates
Psychology
Stephen Gibbons
Biology
Nancy Gaudette
Economics
Jodi Gerber
Consumer & Family Studies
William Gingras
Computer Science
Richard Giovangelo
Food Science
Kim Gerbick
Clothing & Textiles
MaryAnne Goddard
Consumer & Family Studies
Philip Goodwin
Psychology
Susan Gould
Food & Nutrition/Dietetics
156
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Lisa Graceffa
Media Communications
Cheryl Gravel
Clothing & Textile
Valerie Anne Grosso
Biology
James Guerin
Economics
Margaret Halloran
Sociology
INinetta Hamawi
Computer Science
Kelly Gray
Biomedical Science
Donna Hamilton
Elementary Education
Lisa Gwiazda
Art
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William Griffin
Biology
Kelley Hagspiel
Psychology
Stephen Hampe
Psychology
Sheila Hannon
Food & Nutrition
• Phyllis Harris-Swenson
Food & [Nutrition
Beth Heal)
Economics
Mary Jane Heale)
( llothing & Textile
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Theresa Henry
Food & Nutrition
Rebeka Hoffmon
Food & Nutrition/CUP
Christopher Horhlit
English
Doreen Hensel
Politics
June Hinds
Early Childhood Education
Catherine Hoft
English
Harriet Holaday
Elementary Education
Joseph Hodgkins
Economics
Sharon Holm
Elementary Education
Pamela Susan Hunt
Psychology
Deborah Hyland
Biomedical Science
Mary Insani
Early Childhood Education
Erica Jacoby
Geography
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Cheryl James
Sociology
Nancy Joyce
Sociology
Patricia Kearns
Medical Technology
Eric Jansen
Economics
Brenda Jayne
Early Childhood Education
Robin Jenness
Biology
Alison Judge
Clothing & Textiles
Bridget Kane
Art
Robert Karpowicz
Computer Science
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Laura Kerr
Early Childhood Education
Michael Kerrigan Catherine Kilev
Food & Nutrition/CUP
Robin King
Biology
Lori Koroski
Biology
William Lacroix
English
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Candace Ladas
English
Donald Lancour
Media Communications
Robert Lavalley, Jr.
Political Science
Kim Lagerquist
Economics
Paul Lapomardo
Computer Science
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Jeannine Lavoie
Consumer & Family Studies
Jeanmarie Lagos
English
Alan Lappas
Political Science
Suzanne Lavoie
( llothing & Textiles
Robert Lahey, Jr.
Economics
Kyle Larson
Geography
Ann E. Lawrence
Food & Nutrition/CUP
Jill Lawso
Philosoph
Michael Leach
Economics
'atricia R. LeClere
Economics
Michele Lee
Sociology
L61
Mary Leite
Media Communications
Matthew Linden
Jay Lovering
Economics
Karen Lynch
Elementary Education
Martha Lessard
Early Childhood Education
Kimberly Lester
Sociology
Jennifer Long
Food & Nutrition/CUP
Kellie Long
Elementary Education
Joan Lowbridge
Clothing & Textiles
Marie Lucacio
Fashion Merchandising
Dean Lewis
Economics
Karen Lougee
Elementary Education
Lorraine Lucier
Clothing & Textiles
Deborah MacKizer
Sociology
Kristiiie Mageary
Sociology
Judith Manning
Psychology
Roseann Marley
Early Childhood Education
Colleen Mc Mlistcr
Economics
Kathleen McCoy
Economics
Sheila McDonough
Home Economics
Sarah McEwen
Psychology
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Claire Ann McLaughlin
Food & Nutrition
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John McNamara III
Economics/Finance
Steven Megee
Economics
Elizabeth Anne Merolli
Biomedical Science
Kathleen Miles
French
Johanna Miller
Sociology
Christopher Mingace
Economics
AimeMarie Mitchell
Consumer & Family Study
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Mary Moffit
Consumer & Family Study
Julie Moon
Computer Science
im rl
Cynthia Moulton
Biology
Joanne Myers
Sociology
Kevin Molloy
Psychology
Eileen Monahan
Psychology
Christopher Moreira
Mathematics
Richard Morrissev
Economics
Jill Mucciaronc
Biology
Colleen Murph)
Psychology
David Nelson Nedde
Computer Science
Jeanne Mongeau
Consumer & Family Study
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John Morse
Economics/Business
Kim Murphy
Consumer <!i Family Study
Jeanne Negrotti
English
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Anne Nerbonne
Clothing & Textiles
Nancy Nugent
Consumer & Family Study
Margaret Oliva
Food/Nutrition
Laura Panos
Economics
Franklin A. Newton
Economics
Elizabeth Nolan
Consumer & Family Study
Karen Nykorchuk
Elementary Education
Kevin O'Connell
Economics
Lance Ostiguy
Geography
Rosanne O'Toole
Art
Cheryl Nordquist
Psychology
Mary O'Learv
Art-Elementarv Education
Jodi Palman
Economics
Naomi Pierce
Bioloev
Winifred Pisarz
Food/Nurition
Marie Plunkett
Bio/('hemistn
Sheri Pokat
Media Communications
Dehra Polny
Biomedical Science
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Edward Power
Economics
Lisa Priesl
Psychology
VnneMarie Provost
Consumer <!i Pamih Stud)
Frank Pultz
Psychology
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Irene E. Purdy
Food and Nutrition/CUP
Maryjo Randell
Consumer & Family Study
Amy M. Pursell
Clothing; & Textiles
RoseMary Pye
Economics
Joan Rapley
Sociology
Joanne Redmond
Early Childhood Education
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Liz Quill
Art
Cheryl S. Reed
Computer Science
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Diana Sardonini
Biomedical Science
Stephen Saraosk)
Psycholom
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Kelley Scata
Early Childhood Education
Wendy Schnurr
Food and Nutrition/CUP
Maria Sceppa
Fashion Merchandise
Richard Schreiner
History
Nicoletta Sceppa
Fashion Merchandise
Jacqueline Sewall
Clothing & Textiles
Eliot Schickler
History
RoseMary Sharry
English
Edward Sheldon
Economics
Suzanne Sherman
Economics
Suzy Sherman
Politics
Przemyslaw Skoskiewicz
Computer Science
Susan Smith Wendy Soby
Psychology
Theresa Soderstrom
Computer Science
Julie Solari
Food/Nutrition/CUP
Christopher Spence Veronica Stanley John Stassi Nancy Stearns
Biology Economics Business Communications
Kimberl) Sullivai
Economics
Michael Swain
Geography
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Eleanor Swift
Media Communications
Christine Thompson
Media Communications
Jane Taurone
Food & Nutrition/Dietetics
Ann Tautkus
Psychology
Sharon Teehan
Economics
David Thompson
Geography
Robin Thrower
Elementary Education
Deborah Timoney
English
Robin Triber
Biology
Nancy Tuohv
Psychology
Regina Tricca
English
Joan Turnberg
Medical Technology
Sherri L. Trincia
Geography/Business
Alese Turner
Food/Nutrition/CUP
Deborah Triner
Economics
Phyllis Vacca
Consumer & Family Study
Lynn \ ierra
ood cv Nutrition Dietetic:
Paula \\ aite
Early Childhood Education
laurel] W aitsman
Food Science
David Walbridge
Midi. i ( lommunications
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CAMERA SHY GRADUATES
iRT
Peter David Belocas
Michael Gerard Markert
Natalie Burnham McQuade
Louise Marie Messier
Lynn Joyce Schimp
David F. Warren
BIOLOGY
Steven Alan Bates.
Santi William Lumbar
Elizabeth Anne Merolii
Diana Lynn Miller
l?r<'ndan Robert INcrn
MaryAnn Peloquin
Karen Ann Pepper
Richard A. Petrilio
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CHEMISTRY
Stephen A. Brisson
Ralph Anthony Giuggio
Suzanne Marie Johnson
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Va\i(n Ciimraj Mutalik
iflviimrul Richard I'aquiu
Kenneth Powers
rd IVter Roche.
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\ Id rich
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OBrieu
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rust
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li Ellen Lynch
Hen Manitsas
Marie Ma-1rnianni^^^^
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Brian Joseph Connolly
Maura Edeen Cousar
Patricia Jean Diotalevi
Walter Peter Dolitka, Jr.
Joanne Alette Dreher
Debra Joann Dufau.
Sam Ebo Eniiiianu
Susan Elizabeth
Daniel Freder k ' <
Daniel GeS
Adam Vincent Frattasio
Denise Gail Giroulr^(
Nancy H. Goldie
Steve James Greatorex
John Francis Griffin
Reza S. Hamadani
Paul L. Johnson
Jeannette Jones
Patricia Catherine Kutzko
Brian Albert Kyes
Philip James Lamplough
Robert William Lewis, Jr.
Diana Marsden
James John McAuliffe
Mark Alan Oberlander
Jean Elizabeth O'Connell
Mark Andrew Phillips
Frank M. Piso
Michael Frederick Ratte
Robert Kevin Reddy
Edward Gerard Reilly
Patricia Gail Summers
Caroline King Tavis
Lance Boyd Warren
Marina Saledas Wouralis
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Kurt Paul Areano
Diane Claire Czyzewski
Jennifer Jenkins Gaylord
obin Ann Jacques
a Ann Moore
' ie L. Spencer
Dana Rebect:
ENGLISH
Lisa Ann liernazarii
Peter George Bluemmcl
Marilou Carey
Adam Victor I'iore
Phyllis Suzanne Glcason
Gail Ann Merrill
Sylvia Volunda Ouiroga
Sarah Jane Sliii'l
Michelle Elizabeth ThibauU
Peter Stephen Wise
Stephen Eugene Zarbo
FOOD AND NLTRITIO!\
Linda \. Bali.in
Kerry Ann Hjorkman
Joan Marie Collins
Joan Bethel Kovatis
Tina Boucher Reilly
Ann-Marie Twolug
Margaret M. Wiinslock
FOOD SCIENCE
Christine DeFranciaco
Sheila Costa Murpbv
Silvan (>race Suiidurain
FRENCH
Robert MiUetl
Jean-Paul Pichol
GEOGRAPHY
Mehobn K. Brim
James Patrick Nibi
.lame- Harold I'os
Christine Vnrr^H
HISTOR) ^B
Arthur Francis B'-^B I
K.illin in, Irene Biel
Kathleen Theresa K
LIBERAL Sit
Dilys Margaret \
MATHEMATICS
Michelle S. Peterson
Lisa Ann Smith
Marie Elizabeth Szvdlik
MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS
Nancy Iarocci
Anne Ireland Jeffrey
phn Anthony Laviolette
t
eyn Thomas Parent, Jr.
j Eleanor Rafus
"hilip A. Reilly
Praxedes Manuel Rivera
Betsy t^ Varga
Rosalind \V nod
medic Technology
Kallilcen ^W Liptak
Lisa Christine Pennett
Elizabeth Pilcher
Pina Seuderi
nursi\<;
Karen Ma\ Flerning-Bi ooks
Pamela Ruth McWS"!
Sheila J. Porter
Karen Ann Smith
Sheila Lenihan Snyder
Cathleen Hennessy Summers
Charlotte Govatsos Trubiani
Lori A. Werner
PHILOSOPHY
Helene Denise Desforge
POLITICS
Marianne Brooks
Kevin Thomas Silva
Jacqueline K. Vacherot
PSYCHOLOGY
Wendy Margaret Agule
Susan Tema Anastasi
Kelli Porter Brooks
Deborah Ann Byron
Bruce Edward Campbell
Jaine Graves
Barbara S. Grusby
Michelle \inie Lerandeai
Mare J. Mac Donald
Timolhx Joseph Maher
Karen Kirbv Marciantc
David VV. VicGrath
Loren Marie Mc Mullen
(.liarleiie \. Mecgan
June Vnderson Murpbv
Hja'rgarcl Mar\ Nicholas
Michael II. Niedzwiecki
Dennis Lee Preston
Joanne Shapiro
Linda Thompson Shultz
SOCIOLOGY
Rachel Elizabeth Rowley
i Mary Cathfgl Callahan
INoreen VI
SandradltaTarri.s
I'hvllis \niie Iron
Richard Man Oram
Janet Ellen Ostrofsky
Jayne-Ellen Parsons
Jeanic VI. Piiliafico
T)avid Allen Roche
Slincy
^bu< Williams
SPAMSI
Brel Villain
Bl>pliN
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SENIOR EVENTS
0jM
Sunday May 17
COMEDY NIOHT
Pub 9 - 1 am Full Bar $2
Monday May 18
A FAREWELL TO FSC
College Center 2 4 Free
WHO'S ON FIRST
Kenmore Square. Boston $5
Bus leaves 8 p.m. - Returns 2 am
Tuesday May 19
QLEN ELLEN COUNTRY CLUB
•oftball, volleyball, tannla,
ping-pong, Bar -B-Qua, ahufflaboard,
mlnlatura golf, D.J., awlmmlng pool,
horaaahoaa $15
Bus leaves 10 am Returns 6 p.m.
(tickets on sale only until May 12)
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Wednesday Uay 20
COMMENCEMENT REHEARSAL
(MANDATORY)
Dwight Hall 9 am
BOSTON HARBOUR CRUISE
Bus leaves 6:30 return 12 rrnd
J15
Thursday Uay 27
COMMENCEMENT BALL
Wfffl
Crowne Plaza Hotel 7 p m
M2 nickels on sale until May 18)
Fnday Hay 22
HAWAIIAN NKaHT
with chh ny—
Snackbar'Pub 9 1 in.
Full Bar. Serwor Slide Show. S3
Saturday Uay 23
SENIOR-FAMILY
Cocktails 6 - Dinner 7
Resident Caletena Forum $10
Sunday Uay 24
ECUMENICAL SERVICE
Forum 930 am
COMMENCEMENT BRUNCH
Resident Caletena 9:30 - 12:30
J6 50 (champagne e«tra)
COMMENCEMENT
Village Green. Framngham 2 Dm
Reception ro lottow Ccvnmencemem*
Ai fh» CoHtgt Center 1439 Room
Caaaa afar
Prevdvnl Cindy Santomassimo
V PrtSJdent Amy Roux
Secretary - Ann Lawrence
Treasurer Tncia McGrail
Eiacuiiye Board RaphaeHa Baiboni.
Rich Caruso. Laune Draper.
Jeanne Galipeau. Nancy Gaudette.
Kim LagerQuist. Frank Newton.
Diane Rornanowski
Advisor Chris Watchmaker
rtcaete Avieilli at C.C <nr* I
S«
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SENIOR INVESTITURE
Senior Class President Cindy Santo-
massimo (right), in a speech to her class-
mates, advised them to make the most of
their Senior year and to make the most of
their education upon graduation. Below
are excerpts of her speech:
"This is an important day in our lives.
Today, as we don our academic robes for
the first time, we truly have a sense of the
change that has been slowly taking place
in our lives since we first entered the
world of higher education.
"Yes, we have changed; we have been
transformed. But we must not lose our
perspective in our grand evaluation of
ourselves as educated persons. Because
while we have changed, we are still no
better, no worse than anyone else. Our
education has not brought us perfection.
It will not create Utopia for us. We will
make many mistakes; we will stumble; we
will fall. And our learning and our edu-
cation will never cease. It will go on end-
lessly. But, hopefully, we will learn to
make the most of every error by learning
from our mistakes, and, what is even
more important, to share what we have
learned with others.
".
. . We all have much to share, some
of us in a big, grand fashion. But most of
us will share our knowledge with others
in the small tasks of daily living and
pursuing our life's goals. How we share,
and how we make our contribution is not
important. Our task is that we do share,
that we reach out our hands and our
hearts to others and try to bring them
along with us as we climb our personal
ladders to success. This is the key. That
is the most important lesson we could
possibly remember from our college edu-
cation. People are not stepping stones to
our success. They are not to be pushed
aside. They are to travel along with us,
sharing our experiences and being in-
terdependent on each other. None of us
178
This year's Investiture was held on Sunday, October
5th, 1986 in Dwight Hall Auditorium. Investiture is the
first time the graduating class wear their academic
robes as a class. Families and friends gathered to hear
words of praise and advice from President Weller and
other administrators, as well as from keynote speaker
John Kenneth Galbraith.
can make it alone. It doesn't have to be lonely at the top.
"Yes, we are on the final turn on our road to becoming educated
men and women. Let us enjoy this, our senior year of college. Let us
bask in the light of our accomplishments and our mastery of the
challenge of a college education. And let us always remain humble and
know that while we have indeed accomplished a great deal, it is noth-
ing compared to what lies ahead of each and every one of us. Because
what lies ahead is life. And that is the greatest challenge of all."
*-...
John Kenneth Galbraith
Keynote Speaker
SENIOR
COUNTDOWN
On February 26th, 1987 the Class
of '87 got together in the Snack Bar
and Pub to start counting down 87
days until graduation. Gordie Milne
was there to lead them in a few songs
and a few beers.
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COMEDY NIGHT
Senior Week 1987 was kicked-off Sunday night, May
17th, as FSC seniors laughed it up in the Snack Bar and
Pub with three top-notch Boston comedians. The jokes
were greatly improved by the large quantities of alcohol
consumed throughout the evening.
WHO'S ON FIRST
On Monday night, FSC seniors bused it to one of
Boston's best dance clubs, Who's On First, where
music was provided by a D.J. The entire club was
i reserved that night for only FSC students and their
guests.
"Do you think it matches the outfit?' SHOUT! Put your hands in the air — like you don't care.
My Bahbwa . . . She's awive!
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GLEN ELLEN
Tuesday, FSC seniors invaded Glen Ellen Country
Club in Millis, Mass. The seniors spent the day showing
off their expertise in volleyball, shuffleboard, horse-
shoes, tennis, miniature golf, Softball and suntanning.
Hey! No holding hands during a volleyball game, especially over the net.
Two of FSCs pro tennis players: John Braden and Lance Warren. Ace shortstop Eliot "The Schick" Schickler.
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HARBOR CRUISE
Senior Week went back to Boston on Wednesday
night for a cruise around Boston Harbor. Nearly 450
FSC seniors and their guests piled onto the Frederick
i L. Nolan Jr. for a night of off shore drinking and danc-
ing.
Commencement rehearsal that morning in Dwight Auditorium started a little too
early for some.
Lisa, Alison and Amy New and old graduates reunited: Joan, Irene and Polly.
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COMMENCEMENT BALL
The Ball was held Thursday night at the Crowne
Plaza Hotel in Natick. The Cocktail Hour before
dinner gave couples a chance to meet their classmates'
girlfriends, boyfriends, fiances, husbands and wives.
After dinner, couples danced to the music of Down
East.
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HAWAIIAN NIGHT
The festivities returned to campus Friday night as
the Class of '87 rocked the Snack Bar and Pub with
Cliff Myers. Special drinks for the evening were Pearl
Harbors and Hawaiian Seabreezes. Later that night the
Senior Slide Show premiered in the forum.
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SENIOR-FAMILY
DINNER DANCE
The title of this event, which was held Saturday
night, was changed from "Senior-Parent Dinner
Dance" to encourage seniors to bring any family
members they chose. Live music was provided for after-
dinner dancing by Late Night.
Rich Caruso's brother and sister The Purdy Clan
188
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COMMENCEMENT
All the events of the previous week had been lead-
ing up to this: Graduation. Graduates, their guests,
faculty, administration and staff gathered on the
Framingham green Sunday, May 24th for the confer-
ring of degrees. The guest speaker was Father Robert
iDrinan, a former member of the U.S. House of
Representatives. Honorary degrees were conferred
upon musician Harry Ellis Dickson and professor
Constance Jordan.
189
Trustee Chair Diana Phillips confers the degrees and President Wel-
ler is the first to congratulate the new graduate.
190
Senior Class President Cindy Santomassimo Many faculty members were present to see their students receive their degrees.
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THE CELEBRATION BEGINS
I193
THE CLASS OF 87
ONE LAST LOOK
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Kiss her you fools!
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Business Editor: Cindy Santomassimo
Layout Editor: Amy Pursell
Student Life Editors: Mary Leite and Frank Newton
Clubs and Organizations Editors: Tom Perry and Dan Ward
Sports Editors: Kim McKeon and Sharron Senter
Faculty and Administration Editor: Anna Perri
Senior Editor: Irene Purdy
Advisor: Anne-Celeste Mazza
Staff: Helen Caterina
Julie Kiley
Patrick McBride
Anne Marie Mitchell
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From the Editor
Ever since the day I accepted the position of Editor-in-Chief of
the '87 DIAL I have dreaded the thought of writing this; for no
other reason than that I hate writing. I have put it off as long as
possible, but with the final deadline less than 12 hours away I have
resigned myself to the task and taken pen in hand. I considered
just not writing anything, but decided that I had to write some-
thing, if only for one reason: to give credit to the staff. They are
pictured on the previous two pages and listed again on this page,
but for some that is not enough, for these people have sacrificed
their time all year to produce this book.
Patrick and Helen appeared out of nowhere to give the book its
artsy look. Patrick did a great job on the cover, Helen did wonders
with the staff pages, and they amazed us all with the division pages.
Beth managed somehow to organize all the pictures, negatives,
and photo equipment and keep them that way all year. I know
she'll do a great job next year as Editor.
Dan's sense of humor kept our spirits up during those day-long
layout sessions. He was right there until the very end helping out in
any way he could. He has a great future ahead of him in creative
layout designs.
Anna got her section done in record time which enabled us to
make our first deadline.
Irene spent the first few weeks of her vacation making sure that
the Senior section got done. The quality of that entire section
shows the amount of work that went into it.
Yearbook Associates representative Norm Benrimo was always
there whenever we needed him. Never let it be said that The Great
Benrimo ever let anyone down.
And last, but not least, special thanks to Frank, Mary, and
Amy. They were always there for me, in and out of the office, and
are probably the only thing that kept me from going crazy. They
had the hardest job of all because I was often not the easiest person
to get along with, but they stood by me. Without them I don't think
the end of this book would have ever been in sight.
Well, that's it. I shall ramble no more. One last "Thanks" to
everyone who worked on this book. I hope you like it.
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PATRONS
Erik J. Attagosonny, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Barbera, Eileen Barrera, Mr. and Mrs.
William S. Bonnyman, Maureen Cappadona, The Caruso Family, Nikita Krasnopiora
Cetaruk, Walter Krasnopiora Cetaruk, Kay and Arthur Chaves, Mr. and Mrs.
George W. Clark, James and Mary Corkery, Virginia H. Dahl, Beverly Duddy,
Mr. and Mrs. John Evangelou, Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Fifield, Bollande
Fittante, Mr. and Mrs. J.T. Fitzgerald, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. John A. Fos-
ter, Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Frost, Mr. and Mrs. Bertrand H. Galipeau,
Mr. and Mrs. Sal J. Gallo, John and Shirley Gaudette, Hazel
Gaudette, The Gerber Family, The Gingras Family, Terry
Graceffa, Vincent and Anne Grosso, David and Kathleen
Gwiazda, Mrs. Melvin J. Hentz, Mr. and Mrs.
Donald J. Hoft, Bobbie and Dick Jenness, Mr.
and Mrs. Chester H. Judge, Arleen F. Kar-
powicz, Mr.-and Mrs. Philip J. Keenan,
Mr. and Mrs. Myles Kiley, Mr. and
Mrs. Armand Lavoie, The Lester
Family, Mr. and Mrs. Den-
nis Long and Family,
Mr. and Mrs. Re-
ginald Lougee,
Cindy M. Luv-
papachuck,
Erik J. Lu-
vyoudad, Ro-
bert and Lois
M a c D o n a 1 d
,
Mr. and Mrs.
Richard F.
Mackizer and
Richard, The
Mageary Fam-
ily, Dr. and
Mrs. Francis
Mason, Paul
F. McGrail
and Family,
Mary and I/ James Moffitt,
Frank and
'
Mary Monahan,
Ray Mongeau,
Richard W. Ner-
bonne, Patricia A.
Newton, Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Nordquist, The
^
Nykorchuk Family, Mr. '
J| and Mrs. Daniel J. O'Leary,
^H Edward J. and Jane T. Power.
^^ Evelyn Purdy, Mr. and Mrs
Thomas J. Pye, Bernard and
Mary Randell, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
L. Reichle, Mr. and Mrs. John B. Ro-
manowski, Mr. and Mrs. Leo J. Roux,
The Santello Family. The Robert M. Sav-
Family, Joseph and Maryann Scali, Al-
len and Marilyn Sherman, \\ ill.ml and
Nancy Spence, George W. Swain, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert E. Swift, Mr. and Mrs. H. Thomp-
son, Dr. and Mrs. Paul L. Tocci, Mr. and Mrs
Everett Towle, Jr., Theodore and Clare Turin
Frank and Judy Wentworth, Mrs. Claire Wilson,
Neil and Heather Wojciak, Erik J. Yaynichris, \wc-
some, Mick! Love Mom. Dad. Ed and Betsy
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COLOPHON
The Framingham State College 1987 DIAL was printed by Hunter Pu
lishing Company of Winston-Salem, North Carolina. Yearbook AssO'
ates provided all film and did most of the developing and printing
pictures as well as shooting the Senior Portraits. The books has an 8'/2'
11" format with 208 pages (184 black and white and 24 color). The pap
used is predominantly gloss with the exception of the color sectio)
which use 1001b. lustre. Bodini style print was used for all copy and mo
headlines in sizes 8, 10, 12, 18, and 24 point. All ink is Hunter Blac.
The cover was designed by Patrick McBride and is a two-color lith
graph. The book was completed on July 9, 1987.
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